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Overview: The project presents some extracted & compiled data from

the original theoretical & experimental analysis of Priyanka.E.Bet.al.

(Refs.44-49) regarding various control systems/techniques used in pipe-

lines. The project objective is to review, investigate& understand some

aspects of these practical research subjects in order to enhance our

Abstract: One of major sources of petroleum products is obtained from the

sea (offshore & onshore).The major pipelineoperationproblem or task is

maintaining constant pressure & flow rate until the extreme ends. In the

above qouted studies, pressure & flow are maintained constant by using

control valves depending on different pressure& flow of petrol transmitting

pipe. PLC (Programmable Logical Controller) is used to regulate pressure

&flow during petroleum transportation by controlling the percentage of

opening of control valves & pumps respectively. The required set points for

pressure & flow are obtained by using a suitable controller that regulates in

a long transmitting concrete pipes. For this, a PLC based PID controller is

developed and its theoretical open loop responses are identified. Above

simulation and analysis studies are carried out by MATLAB/ SIMULINK

aspects of these practical research subjects in order to enhance our

information&knowledgein both fields of automaticcontrol&pipe-lines.

simulation and analysis studies are carried out by MATLAB/ SIMULINK

platform to ensure good performance of the controller. The controller

tuning is done by ZN (Ziegler and Nicholas) PID& Simple-IMC(Internal

Model Control) PID, Shams tuning IMC-PID controller. The simulation

result provides better control action when Shams IMC-PID controller is

used. Shams IMC-PID controller is experimentally verified on the lab scale-

setup and the experimental results prove that it provides most consistent

performance as compared to ZN and Simple-IMC PID controllers.



Ch(1) PID Controller Definition & Explanations (يوجدعلى موقع المعمل أيضاً عدة اف�م فيديو قصيرة حول شرح ھذا الموضوع ) PID Controller Working Principle: working principle behind a PID controller is that 

the proportional, integral and derivative terms must be individually adjusted or 

"tuned." Based on the difference between these values a correction factor is 

calculated and applied to the input. For example, if an oven is cooler than 

required, the heat will be increased. Here are the three steps:

•Proportional tuning involves correcting a target proportional to the difference. 

Thus, the target value is never achieved because as the difference approaches 

zero, so too does the applied correction.

•Integral tuning attempts to remedy this by effectively cumulating the error result 

from the "P" action to increase the correction factor. For example, if the oven 

remained below temperature, “I” would act to increase the head delivered. 

However, rather than stop heating when the target is reached, "I" attempts to 

drive the cumulative error to zero, resulting in an overshoot.

•Derivative tuning attempts to minimize this overshoot by slowing the correction 

factor applied as the target approached.

Standard Type PID Controller: This kind of PID controller Real-Time PID Controllers: At present, there are various kinds of PID controllers are available in the market. These controllers are Standard Type PID Controller: This kind of PID controller 

will merge proportional control through integral & 

derivative control to automatically assist the unit to 

compensate modifications within the system. These 

modifications, integral & derivative are expressed in time-

based units. These controllers are also referred through 

their reciprocals, RATE & RESET correspondingly. The 

terms of PID must be adjusted separately otherwise tuned 

to a specific system with the trial as well as error. These 

controllers will offer the most precise and steady control 

of the three types of controller.

Real-Time PID Controllers: At present, there are various kinds of PID controllers are available in the market. These controllers are 

used for industrial control requirements like pressure, temperature, level, and flow. Once these parameters are controlled 

through PID, choices comprise utilize a separate PID controller or either PLC. These separate controllers are employed wherever 

one otherwise two loops are required to be checked as well as controlled otherwise in the conditions wherever it is complex to 

the right of entry through larger systems. These control devices provide different choices for solo & twin loop control. The 

standalone type PID controllers provide several fixed-point configurations to produce the autonomous several alarms.

These standalone controllers mainly comprise PID controllers from Honeywell, temperature controllers from Yokogawa, auto tune

controllers from OMEGA, Siemens, and ABB controllers.

PLCs are used like PID controllers in most of the industrial control applications the arrangement of PID blocks can be done within 

PACs or PLCs to give superior choices for an exact PLC control. These controllers are smarter as well as powerful as compared with 

separate controllers. Each PLC includes the PID block within the software programming.

Tuning Methods Before the working of the PID controller takes place, it must be tuned to suit with dynamics of the process to be controlled.

Designers give the default values for P, I, and D terms, and these values could not give the desired performance and sometimes leads to 

instability and slow control performances. Different types of tuning methods are developed to tune the PID controllers and require much 

attention from the operator to select the best values of proportional, integral, and derivative gains. Some of these are given below. PID 

controllers are used in most industrial applications but one should know the settings of this controller to adjust it correctly to generate the 

preferred output. Here, tuning is nothing but the procedure of receiving an ideal reply from the controller through setting best proportional preferred output. Here, tuning is nothing but the procedure of receiving an ideal reply from the controller through setting best proportional 

gains, integral & derivative factors. The desired output of the PID controller can be obtained by tuning the controller. There are different 

techniques available to get the required output from the controller like trial &error, Zeigler-Nichols & process reaction curve. The most 

frequently used methods are trial & error, Zeigler-Nichols, etc.Trial and Error Method: It is a simple method of PID controller tuning. While 

the system or controller is working, we can tune the controller. In this method, first, we have to set Ki and Kd values to zero and increase the 

proportional term (Kp) until the system reaches oscillating behavior. Once it is oscillating, adjust Ki (Integral term) so that oscillations stop and 

finally adjust D to get a fast response. Process Reaction Curve Technique: It is an open-loop tuning technique. It produces a response when a 

step input is applied to the system. Initially, we have to apply some control output to the system manually and have to record the response 

curve. After that, we need to calculate slope, dead time, the rise time of the curve, and finally substitute these values in P, I, and D equations 

to get the gain values of PID terms.

Zeigler-Nichols method: Zeigler-Nichols proposed closed-loop methods for tuning the PID controller. Those are the continuous 

cycling method and damped oscillation method. Procedures for both methods are the same but oscillation behavior is different.
In this, first, we have to set the p-controller constant, Kp to a particular value while Ki and Kd values are zero. Proportional gain 
is increased until the system oscillates at a constant amplitude. Gain at which system produces constant oscillations is called 
ultimate gain (Ku) and the period of oscillations is called the ultimate period (Pc). Once it is reached, we can enter the values of 
P, I, and D in the PID controller by Zeigler-Nichols table depends on the controller used like P, PI or PID, as shown below.



Flow-rate PID Controller: PID controller is utilized in order to control flow 

rate of the heavy oil in pipelines by controlling frequency modulation of 
AC inverter driving the pump-motor. A torque actuator is placed on the 

motor pump in order to control the rotation-speed of the pump-motor 

and consequently controlling the flow rates in pipelines. The necessary 

conditions for the asymptotic stability of the proposed controller are 

validated by implementing Lyapunov stability theorem. The theoretical 

concepts are validated utilizing numerical simulations and analysis, 

which proves the effectiveness of the PID controller in control of flow 

rates in pipelines.

Corrected Modeling of motor-pump: (By analogy to Mass-spring-dashpot system) 










